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. Abstract

2.0 Overview of Project

Many practical cornbustionprocesseswhich usesolid par-
ticles, liquid droplets, o,r slurries as fuels i,nmxluc¢ these

fuels into turbulent environments. Examl,,les include spray
1.0 Abstract combustion, pulverized coal and coal slarry combustion,

fluidized beds, sorbent inje,ction, and hazardous waste
The lack of a mathematical descnption of the interactions incineration. The interactions of the condensed phases
of fluid turbulence with other physico-chemical processes with turbulent environment have not been well dc_ribexJ.
is a major obstacle in modeling many iixiustrial processes, Such a description is complicated by the difficulty of
Turbulent two-phase flow is a phenomenon that is of sig. d¢_ribing turbulence in general, even in th¢ absence of
nificani practical irnportanc_ to coal combustion as well as panicles or droplets. But the complications in, describing
other disciplines. The interactions of fluid turbulence with the dispersion and reaction of the condeased phases in tar-

the particulate phase have yet to be accurately and effi- bulertt environments do not stem entirely or even primarily
ciendy modeled for these industrial applications, from the uncertainties in the description of the turbulence.

Theoretical descriptions of the turbulem[ dislx'rsion of ptr,.
On 15 April 1991 work was initiated to cover four major ticlcs and droplets are not well establisheO, even when the
tasks toward the development of a computational sub- c'Mracteristics of the turbulcrlce are k1_owll.

model for turbulent particle dispersion that would be Several reviews of tm'bulent particle dispersion
applicable to coal combustion simulations. Those four document the progress in this area of re.se.archto dam. Faeth
tasks are: [1983] provides a review of mixing and transport in turbu-

1. A critical evaluation of the 2-D Lagrangian particle lent spray environments. Other discussions of some of the
dispersiott submodel, aslx, ts of turbulent dispersion of particles are developed

by Kuo [19861, Hinze [1975], Goldschmidt and coworkers

2. Development of' 3-D submodels for turbulent particle [1972], Fletcher [1980}, Lumiey [1978], Chigier [1976],
dispersion, Lilly [1973], Crowe [1982], and Smith and Baxter [1986].

In temts of an analytic.al a_d comprehensive description of
3, Evaluation of the 3-D submodels for turbulent particle turbulent dispersion, Shuen and coworke.rs [1983] have

dispersion, shown modifications of a model originally proposed by
4. Exploration ofe.xtensions of the Lagrangian dispersion Gosman and Ioannides [1981] which yields reasonably

theor3' to other _plicatiorts including chemLstry-turbu- good predictions in a variety of flows and could be viewed
lence interactions, as the most rigorous tex:hnique cunenfly available. The ap-

Work on task 1 had been essentially completed preach, called a stochastic separated flow (SSF) model, is
during the fu'st quarter of this projocL The framework of a essentially a Monte-Carlo simulation of the pan tcle flow
?-P '=....':"-.::'._,-2 _r_Lr_itiateda.,_pertask2. This repon sum. field. Several thousand trajectories are typicaUy used to
marizcs work accomptished daring _e second quarter of compute the overall particle or droplet behavior. The suc-
this project which involves the development of solution al- cess of this approach is also strongly dependent on a rather
gorit]ams for the theory descrit_.d in our last quarterly re- arbitrary choice of methods of evaluating its parameters.
port. The algorithms described! in this report involve not Other approaches, which arc both less computatior_ally in-
oniy mc soluuon pr_x:_am'es for two turbulence, dispersion tensive and less rigorous, are di_ussed by Smith and Bax-
submodels (one for dilute phasa_.sand one for dense phas- tet [1986] and F'letcher [1980]. The success of these modeLs
es), but how those submodels can be,coupled with the fluid- also depends on the accuracy of modeled terms. A truly
dyr_amics, heat transfer and reaction chemistry submodels, fundamental description o,f turbulent dispersion cast m a
Sp,_ctficaily, it d¢_'ribes the prc_e..dures for mcortxxalJon computatiow, tUy efficient form has not yet _ document-
of particle dispersion submodel:_ into the exis0ng frame- edm the litea'aua'e.
work of a coal combustion model developed by the prmci,.
pal investigator trader s.parate funding.

. "' -- II I .. _- i I ......... III _...l_.. _11,I ........
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' Overview of Project

2.1 3-D Modeling Figure 1. Grid points (computational nodes) are located at
each intersection of any two lines. For simplicity, only the

The emphasis oi"current research by the principal investi- outside faces of"the computational domain are shown, but
gator and funded by other agencies in this area is the the grid spacing is continued throughout the donlain.
deveiopnlenl era three-dimensional predictive computer
program to simulate the combustion process in industrial The predicted flow and temperature fields for this boiler
pulverized coal-fired furnaces, Among the difficulties are illustrated in with several planes cutting the three-
inherent lo this dewlopment is the disparity of scales in dimenskma} computaticm.
industrial configuratio_ts and the subsequent resolution of

nodal properlies in areas of large numerical gradients, both Figure 2 Flow and Temperature field for computation
of which are issues for turtmlent particle dispersion. In of Figure 1. Noticethe velocity vectors at the

outlet plane and the streakline showing a
order for computer simulations to be econ.omically feast- particle path bl a particle entering the bottom
ble, the code must incoq.)orate the most efficient applica- burner.
ble numerical technique. ']'ht' computer model is based On
an extension of previous research perfomled in the devel-
opment of two-dimensional combustion codes, for exam- Velocity (m/s)

pte, Sine.or _nd Smith [1985]. i 40
mFigure I Three.dimensional computational mesh

using 114,240 (84x34x40)grid points. 'The i
first view shows a slice off the near side to 6illustrate the computational domain and the
walls (note the 12 burners and the :efined 0
mesh through them).

,,.. _,,.,."._._ =_-.: 2.2 Work Statements

-.-;.'..:' :_:.;:I.... "-' ..... two year period is to develop a ne_v three-dinien.,,ional par-
"'!::.::::ii:ii!_l ....-7,.+ I_:: liclc dispersion submodel, incorporated into a 3-D ft)al

t'Olllbuslion model, and evaluate it. Tbe tasks for the
at,complishment of this work are as follows:

Several furnace cott[i_,uration,, have been successfully
solved with the 3-D mccdel.These have included wall-fired

and corner-fired furnaces. For illustr,_tive purposes, a sam- 2,2,1 Task 1: Crlttcal Ewluatton of 2-D L_,gmngl_n
pie c8Iculation is shown in Figure I alld Figure 2. The Particle Dispersion Model
sample is that of a wall-fired utility boile_ burning natural The work accomplished lo date on _vo dimensional _,eom-
as fuel. The grid spat'ing used in this case is illustrated in etries will becritically evaluated bv comparison of predic-

tions to a wide set of experimental conditions. The

. .. III....... I illl I II I PM_'_. - _ II " " I II J, /_L__. ........
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¢xperixn=_taldatawill besclectc<lbasedon thebestavail- * Duration:I year

ableinformationforparticledispersion.Specificemphasis • Deliverables:A reportandtechnicalpapersenurnerat-
will beplacedondata thataresirni'larto pulverizedcoal ing theapplicabilityandlimitationsof3-D particledis-
combustion applications. But, evaluation will also explore persion predictability.
wider ranges of applicability for example, dense-phase
(fluidized bed) applications, liquid phase dispersion, cfc.

dependingondataavailability. 2.2.4 Ta=k4: Extensionof LagrangianDispersion ,
• Duration:0.75years Theoryto other Appllc.atton=

An effort wig bemade toexplorethe applicabilityof the• Deliverables: A detailed report and technical papers
new Lagrangian particle dispersion model to other physi-summarizing model evaluation inctuding applicability

and limitations, cal situations. Particle dispersion is a turbulence interac-
tion process much like gaseous fluid element turbulent
interaction. "lhere is a potential for computing interactions

2.2.2 Task2:Dev)toprne)_tof 3-D Subrnodoltor betweenfluid turlmleF)ceandchemicalkineticsby using
TurbulentPanicleDisparaion thesametheory.This potentialwtll be ¢xplcce<t.Other tur-

Thetwo-d/mensionalsubmodeltheoryandcomputercod- bulenceinteractionprocesseswill beexaminedtoevaluate
thepotentialfor applicationof thisnewtheory.ing will be extended to include Cartesian, and if possible

polar-cylindrical three-dimensional geometries. The sub- * Duration: 1.25 ),ears
model will be incorporated into an existing 3-D compre- Deliverable,s: A report on the applications of the
hensive coal combustion model and rendea'cdapplicable to pdf Lagrangian distx_ion the_.ryto turbulence intexaction
practical, industrial furnaces. This will include the incor, processes.
potation of appropriate boundary conditions to handle
multiple inlets and arbitrary flow intrusions. 'The sub-
model will be developed for re,acting coal systems with
poly-dispersedsizedistributions. 2.3 Outline of Remainder of Report

In the remainder of this report the results of the algorithm
• Duration: 1year development of the two new methods are outlined in two
• DeLiverabtes:I) The implementation of a 3-D compre- major sections. Here the discussion is broken mm two ap-

hensive combustion model with the new 3-D particle proacMs, one for lightly loaded particle sysmrns the other
dispersion model incorporated on a unix-based engi- for densely loaded systems. The applicability of the two
nezdng workstation at PETC and made available in the methods necessarily _msrome overlap, _e range of each
public domain. 2) User's manual. 3) Technical report method is discussed within each section. First we discuss

lightly loaded systems in section 3. 'Thenwe discuss dense
and papers on a 3-D particle dispersion model theory, systems m section 4. A statement of status and plans fol,

lows in section5,

2.2.3 Tae_k3: Evaluationof 3-DParticleDispar=ion

Submodel 3.0 Dilute Particle Phase Dispersion
Upon co;_p!etionof thedevelopmentof the 3-D dispcr. Model Developments_onm(xlel, evaluation of its applicability will be initiated.
'l'he evaluation will proceed from simple, well de.finedsys-
tems to complex industrial applications. Tl_eassumptions
and theory of Lhedispersion model will be teste_ mdepen- 3.1 Introduction

dent of other comprehensive modeling assumptions as A major obstacle in the development of a three dimen-
much as possible then proceed to increasingly merc cou- sional predictive computer program to simulate the com-
piing with the comprehensive model. This will include bustion process in industrial, pulverized coal fired
coal flow particle mixing cases to fully reacting coal com- furnaces has been the inability to incorporate an adequate
bustion furnaces. The best available data for model testing submodeI describing the turbulent dispersion of _e paxti-
will be sought as a _ of this evaluation, cle phase. A three dimensional comprehensive combustion

......... ........

........ I ml I _ .__. " I . ,_ III I II III ..... III _
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code [Smith,1990] has been developed over the past few general equation for the three dimensio_mlCartesian coor-
)'ears for gaseous combustion, air,ares is discussed subseqtcntly in Section 4.2 (EQ 41).

Substitutiom indicated in Table 4, describe the transport of
As discussed in the previous quarterly report, a particle the scalar quantities identified above. Ali terms desigrmted
cloud model for predicting the stoctuastictransport of'par- S are to be calculated in the particle portion of the code.
titles ,,'as presented that has the potential for accurately
and efficiently describing turbulent particle dispersion Radiation in the gas phase and between the particles and
within the framework of a comprehensive combustion the gas phase is handled, optionally, by either a flux
code. Some of the basic attributes of this model have been method or a discrete ordinates method. A k-e turbulence

previously incorporat_ in a comprehensive simu'iation of model has been used above to pre<tierthe gas phase turbu-
coal combustion for a two dimensional axisymmetric case, lence properties.
called the reacting, mixing limited flow model or REMIF.

Finite difference equations are derived using nodal upwind
The primary goal of this r_earch effort is to incotgorate a differencing for convection terms and generalized arbi-
theoretically sound panicle submodel into a three &'men- trary mesh central differencing for diffusive terms. These
sional combustion model applicable to practical, industrial are solved for each variable independently in an iterative
furnaces.Preliminary work in this direction has been done fashion. A single iteration in which new estimates of each
in the last quarter and this section outlines the proposed of the variables in the table are generated is called a micro-
_.lgorithmfor achieving these goals, iteration. During these microiterations, the particle _urce

terms arenot changed.
Section 3.2 describes the framework of the calculations in

REMIF which will be the same as in the 3D model and After the Eulerian equations are converged for a given set
discusses the extm_sionof the tm'l_alentparticle dispersion of particle source terms, the particle poxl.ionof themodel
calculati,ons to three dimensions. Section 3.3 discusses the is activated. New sotuv.eterms are prodoeed from the par-
formulation and algorithm of tlm REMI.Fcode and identi- ticle portion of the code. One cycle, in which the gas phase
ties the particle phase submodel. Section 3.4 briefly dis- is ccmvergedand the particle portion of the code calculates
cusses the incorporation of this submodel in the 3D new source terms i.scalled a macroiteratJon.
combustion code.

The boundary conditions, methods of solution, and accu-
racy of this description of the gas phase of reacting flows

3.2 Framework of the 3D Particle Dispersion will notbe discussedhere, nor will the specificcorrela-
Submodel Couplea to a Combustion Code Lionsdescribingthe reactionandheattransferratesof the

The algorithmic structure of the test code tn two-dimen- particles. The immediate purpose of the discussion is to
extend the particle dispersion calculations to three dimen-

sions (RE_ =) will be used as the f_nework for incorpo- sions.
rating the 3D parrdcledispersion theory described in the

previous quarterly report. "['hissection gives the algorithm 3.2.2 Overview of Particle Calculat6ons
for that model. A full description of the REMIF computer
model will not be given here, but some relevant points of

The particle phase is handled in a Lagrangian referenceits formulation will be briefly discussed. A flow chart of
frame. A primary motivation for choosing different refer-the overall calculations LSshown irlFigure 3.
ence frames for different portions of the model is to

3.2.1 Ga8PhaseCalculations account for the history effect of the particles.Indilute sys-
tems tt_eparticles do not form a continuum. That is, while

The gas phase portion of the model is cast in a grid-or_- gases sampled at a point or small region and at given
instant of time may reasonably be expected to be in locat

ented, Eulerian reference frame. The transport equatiorts equilibrium, this is not true of the parxicles. Two particles
for total gas mass, the three components of velocity, tar- in very close proximity at tic same t_mein the reactor maybulent kinetic energy and its dis,sipation, two mixture fr-ac-

have markedly diflerent properties due to their differenttions and their variances, and gas phase enthalpy are
written in the form of a single transport equation. This histories. Gases caz_be charactcri_.ed by a single tempera-

-- _l' II i II - .___ I I I IIL_.L__ J I I I I _ ' ..... I I II I I
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flu<l-dynamK::s,comDustion ancl pane,lo
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tare, for example. While this temperature, may vary with The contribution of particles with a specific residence time
time as a rest:lt of turbulent fluctuations, at any instant a to the Eulerian particle source term in a given computa-
single tempexature should be characteristic of the gases at tional cell will be evaluated by integrating the product of
a point in the reactor. Two panicles in close proximity, the instantaneous values of the particle number flowrate,
however, may have temperatures which differ by many particle reaction rate.,and a weighting term based on the
hundreds of degrees, depending on their extents of btu'nout pdf between the limits of cell boundaries. That is, for the
and other aspects of their history. This history effect is dif- specific example of the continuity equation,
ficult to capture in an Eulerian formulation of t!_econ-

densed phase but is a natural consequence of the S_,,ik = _'..,_v(ij_)lF;W(xi, t)dVd, (SO_)
Lagrangian formul_on.

where i_ represent thecoordinatesofthe Eulcrian cell, the
The particle portion:of the code allows considerable detail time integral is with r_t to residence time,q represents

in describing the rates of reaction and heat transfer the number flowTate of panicles,r_' represents the total
between the gases and the condensed phases. Condensed rate of mass evolved from an average particle to the gas as

phases ranging from liquids to slun"ies can be modeUed, a function of time, and Iv,;,,) av represents a volume inte-
Specific modelled transfer rates include vaporization, gral between the botmd_J_ of the Eulerian cell with coor-
devolatilization, heterogeneous reaction, and heat trmmfer, dirtates ijk. That is, in the Canesimt coordinam system

This formulation allows the simulation to calculate local
characteristics in a large variety of reacting and nonre..act., j" /(x_,t)av- f=',"f_'_f",Jxt,u, d_t# JX3,: f(xi' t) d.xl d.l:2dx 3 (EQ 2)

ing flows. These include nonreacting turbulent flows both v (,'/,)
with and without entrained particles, gaseous diffusion where lb and ub represent the lower and upper bounds of
flames, coal combu_on and gasification, fuel oil combus- the cell, reslx_tively. The factor W(xi,t) will be discussed
Lion,coal slurry combustion, and spray drying, shortly.

A general flowchart for the particle calculations is shown Note that the time integral is panicle residence time. That
in Figure 4. Particles are stane.d from up to ten starting is, the time dependence of the integrand is a residence time
locations in the reactor. In addition, up to fifteen different dependence. In any given cell, particles with a range of
particle types or sizes can be modelled. These are usexlpri- residence times are present. Contributions from each of
manly to simulate the range of panicle sizes fed to the these are integrated to obtain the total particle source term.
coal reactox;Having selected a starting location and initial At many residence times, the value of W will not be signif-
particle size, the equations describing the development of leant Therefore, the definite integral is f'miteeven though
the pdf for particle location are solved as a function of res- its limits are not.
i_nce time.

The other source terms can be simil,'u'lycomputed. In gen-

In addition to thepdf for panicle position, the particle tem- eml, the source terms are calculated from
perature, composition, size and density are predicted as

e
functions of time. The particle properties are used to cal- Sp,i/k = .f-_fv(0,) ' _Wqrp (xi,t)dVdt (EQ 3)

cuiatcsourcetermsforthegasphasecalculations.
whereTableIdelinesthespecificvariables.

3.2.3 Calculation of ParticleSourceTermsin3-D

From the perspective of the Eulerian framework, the pur-
pose of the particle model is to generate particle source
terms for each variable in each computational cell. This
section describes the calculation of these source terms in

three dimensional Cartesian coordinates. The proposed
methodology is analogous to that used in REMIF for the
_wodimensional axisymmetric case.

I _" I _ _ilLm' " _ II I .... mmll
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Tablo I Varllb|o SubsUtu_lona to oompute source terms P (xi, t)

W(xi, t) m (EQ4)
Source'Term 0 Description f P (xi, t) dV'

v (rain-mn)

where
/R

St, na total mass front condemed phase

t' (xi, t)av = rx,,., f,,_.., f_,.. P (xi,t) ,_dx2_x 3jxl.m, dx_,_, d_,_, --
14

St, u axial momentum V(_ - ,_ax)
(EO5)V

Sp v radial momentum
The denominator is a constant with respect to position and

W 's

St, w tangentialmom_tam canbe evaluated outside of the volume integral in (EQ 3j.
The limits of integration are at least +3o and in most

S_ f v_x_r evolved from liquid ph_ cases are effectively ±,,, in each coordinate direction.
With the latter limits, the factor is identically unity in a

St,n T1 mass evolved from solid phase Cartesian coordinate system. It is convenient to rename
this normalization factor as follows•

h

St, h enthalpy exchanged with condensed 1

P (xi, t) dV= a (t----_ (EO6)phase v(_- _,,x)

Differences between P(xi,t) and W(xi,t) are trivial in a Car-m

where St, = S_ + St, tesian reference frame. In this reference frame, W is used
to account for the finite limits of integration over P. Other.
wise, the functions are identical. Values of A(t) will always
lie between 1.008 and 1.0 in a three dimensional Cartesian

In principle, there should be source terms for k,_, and both system in which the integrals are evaluated over at least
±3a ha each direction.

variances gf and gn" The derivation of the transport equa- Art example of the volume integral of W(xi,t) is given heretions for these quantifies is, in itself, largely empirical.
Additional empiricism to accommodate these source terms for the case of a bivariate normal distribution with correla-
seems unjustified, lion coefficient of 0 in a Cartesian coordinate system. Both

a time and a volume integral are indicated in OEQ 3). The

The term r_ in (EQ 3) is calculated from supporting parti, time integral is performed numerically. For constant q and
' the volume integral needonly address the R>atial varia-cle equations. These equations describe the motion of the ft,,

particles, the rates of devolatilization and oxidation, and tion of W. This integral, for a Cartesian coordinate system,
the rate of heat exchange. The number of independent dif- is given by
ferential equations which are solved to calculate the source

terms varies from 9, for nonreacting cold flow calcula-

tions, to several hundred for combusting particle calcula, fw(xi, t)av = A(t)_ _'l'_ t'("b)t 'c'bl(lh) J.y (lh) Jz (lh) P (X_ y, Z, t) dxdydz
tions using the most sophisticated descriptions of coal v
reaction processes. A minimum of 12 equatdons must be (EO 7)

solved when reacting particles are included. The designations lb and ub refer to the values of the vari-

ables at the lower and upper behinds, respectively.
The term q in (EQ 3) is independent of position, and

therefore can be taken outside the volume integral. If the The right side of (EQ 7) is evaluated as follows. The func.

particles do not fragment, as will be. assumed here, it can tion A(t) is divided into au-ce factors ax, ay, and ez. These
also be taken outside the time integral, factors depend on the upper and lower bounds of integra-
The only remaining factor in the volume integral in (EQ 3) uon in their respective coordinate directions but are other.
is W(xi,t). This term is defined in terms of the pdf. wise independent of both space and time• Thr, remainder

m_
111111 I I ................

, ..... I .... [I ....
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of the right side of the eqttation is also separated into three
3

functions, namely, Wx,Wy,and Wz, which depend on x, y, N(x) = 1-Z(x) (bly+b2y2+b3Y + bj4+ bey 5) + (_Q)12)
and z respectively. Thus

where

fW(x, y, z, t) = a_,a_azw_,wyw= (EO 8)
v 1

y = _ (EQ13)
1+px

The functions Wx,Wy,and Wz are discussed first. They are
then used to evaluate ax, ay, and az. and Z(x) is the standard normal probability, density func-

tion. The constants bi and p are as follows.

The function Wx is the difference between two standard
normal distribution functions, bl = 0.319381530 (EQ 14)

w . = N (4 (x (ub ) ) ) - N (4 (x ( lb) ) ) (EQ9) b2 = -0.356563782 (EQ le)

The standard normal distribution function is defined as b3 = 1784177937 (EO 16)

b4 = -1.821255978 (EO17)1 -.o.5;'a

b5 = 1.330274.429 (EQ18)

where 4, a dummy variable, is given by p = 0.2316419 (EQ 19)

(s) = s -_.__ (EC}11) The argument x of (EQ 12) is assumed positive. In prat-t
s tics, negative arguments will be handled by combining

(EQ 12) with the following property of symmetrical prob-
Here, s would be either x, y, or z, depending on the coordi- ability distribution functions.
hate direction under consideration.

P (-x) = 1 - P (x) (EO 2o)
The functions Wy,and wz can be similarly ca]culate,d. The
limits for Wx,Wy,and Wzcorrespondto individual Eulcrian where P is any symmetrical distribution function a_,_dx is
cell boundaries. One also has to limit the number of Etde- an arbitrary argumenL
fian ceils included in the volume integration. That is, it is

These equations, combined with the continuity, momen-not practical to evaluate the source terms in ali of the Eule-
rian cells over the limits x, y, z - _.+o,. In practice, the turn, and energy equations for the particle phase, complete

the coupling of the particle model to the gas model.intcg,-,ds are, tamed out for a distance of at least +-3 stan-
dard deviations in each coordinate direction. The functions

ax, ay, and az in (EQ 7) are defined by substituting daese 3.3 Algorithm Information Flow
limits in the formulas for wx,wy, and Wz. Cell boundaries
do not generally fall at precisely +3 standard deviations Havin; defined the source terms the next task is to trace

from the mean position, therefore the integrals are carried the flow of information in the computational algorithm to

out for more than 3 standard deviations and less than be used in the computer program and to identify the spe-
:zt, in each direction. The maximum error associated with cific particle-phase submodel.

limiting the volume integral to 3 standard deviations
insteadof __oois 0.54%. 3.3.1 The Overall Structure

The evaluatmn of the standard normal dismbution func- An overall information flow diagram of algorithm to be
, tion, (EQ 10), will be performed with the following used in the 3D model was given in Figure 3. A tree dia-

approximation [Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972]: gram of the structure of the program showing the actual
computer routines is given in Figure 5 through Figure 15.

it--. ...... I'1 I , iiiiii I I II ii, fillip " __ II __ . . i
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Figure 12 Subroutines cattedby EOLP
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Figure 13 Subroutines calied by PSOLVE
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The calling routines are on the left, and the called routines The CALC routines calculate the flowfield variables such
are on the right. The routines are generally given in the as velocities, turbulence properties, mixture fraction, and
order in which they are called, however each called routine pressure at each node throughout the flowfield.These rou-
is shown only once for a given calling routine. Not shown tines are shown in Figure 11. Each CALC routine calls an
in the figures are 'callsto programs CPUTIM and FLUSH, entry point in PROMOD to modify the coefficients and
which are used to keep track of execution time icr various source terms in the appropriate finite difference equation
portions of the program, and to downloM stored output to in order to account for the boundary conditions. LISOLV
output files, respectively. The calls to CPUTIM and is the solver that uses the TDMA algorithm.
FLUSH are numerous and would clutter the figures if
shown. EOLP is the driver program for the particle calculations.

Routines called by EOLP are shown in Figure 12. CAL.
The main "callingroutine is REMIF, and the subroutines it CNJ calculates the particle number densities from Eulerian
calksare shown in Figure 5 and Figure 11. INFLOW reads calculations. EULINT initializes variables for Eulerian
the input data for the inlet streams. GRID generates the calculations. FLUX, is the driver program for the radiation
numerical grid. GRMAP modifies the numerical grid if a submodel, BVALIN is an entry point in BPROPS that
grid dataf'tle is being used and mites a new grid dataffle, inserts reasonable values into boundary inmasions in order
GRDGRF writes a schematic showing the grid locations in to allow for interpolation of gas properties. XYINDX
the output file. CREE0 reads the reactant composition data returns the appropriate indices of the cell containing the
and thermochemical d_tatile. INIT initializes arrays used particle. BVALOUT is an entry point in BPROPS that sub-
hathe code. PRTRST reads the particle pimse restart files, stitutes the original values of properties back into the

boundary intrusions after the particle trajectory calcula.
PSIC'T0,COAI53,and FLUX0 read input data and perform tions are complete.
initial calculations ibr the particle trajectory calculations,
particle reaction scheme, and radiation submodel respec- FREUND obtains the source terms and the Eulerian pard.
tively. Routines called by COAL0 are shown in Figure 6. cle description for use in the Eulerian calculation. REACT
Other input data are read primarily by the driver program initializes the reactivity and reference enthalpy for coals of
for the nitrogen o_de submodel (NOXMN). different starting size or different type. PRTS'IR initializes

variables used in the particle trajectory calculations.
TABLE is the driver program for generating the table of PSOLVE integrates the particle trajectory.
equilibrium gas properties for lookup. Routines called by
TABLE are shown in Figure 8. Routines called by PSOLVE are shown in Figure 13.EUL-

PRP interpolates the required properties of the gas phase
PROFIL reads input data and sets the botmch'_yvalues for to obtain their local values for the Lagrangian calculations.
the gas inlet streams. RESTRT reads and writes gas-phase TRNPRP updates transport properties used in COALRX.
restart files. Particle phase restart files are read and wriuen COALRX calculates other particle properties. Subroutine
by the main program. FLINT initializzs the flow field vari. SOURCE calculates source terms for each time step,
abies and calculates the gas density field, EULINT is an PWRITE writes the Lagrangian information to files for
entry in PSICT0 that ca2culates the particle number flow plotting and debugging. TIMSTP determines the size for
rate for each particle trajectory, the upcoming integration steF. STPRST resets the inde-

pendent variables Io the values they had at the beginning
PROPS calculates the time-mean gas properties, incorpo- of this tingestep. PRTTMP calculates the particle tempera-
rating the effects of turbulence. Routines called by PROPS ture and enthalpy. BOUNCE calculates pamcle interac-
are shown in Figure 9. tions with walk or intrusions.

STREAM calculates the velocity streamlines tbr plotting. FLUX is the driver program for the radiation submodel.
PLTWRT writes plotting files. PRINT is a routine that is Routines called by FLUX are shown in Figure 14.
called frequently to print values of field variables to the
output file.

I!LIL .__ I I I I I I I I --, , ___ I,innll i ni i n ' --11 ' ' ' I I I II
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PROG monitors the progress of the calculation towards eralized, three-dimensional, steady state model for
convergence by recording the values of the variables at a describing a variety of reactive and non-reactive flows in
specified location for each iteration. Cartesian and cylindrical coordinate systems. The

approach to the gas phase calculations is conceptually the
NOXMN is the driverprogramfor the pollutantsubmodel, same as that in the two dimensionalmodel. New and more
Routines called by NOXMN are shown in Figure15. efficient numerical methods have been implemented to

handle the large numberof nodes needed for three dimen.
3.3.2 ThePsrtlclePhalmSubmodel sional industrial systems. However this code does not have

any particlephase descriptionyeL
The pa_cle submodel begins with the call to subroutine
EOLE CALCNJ fast calculates the Euletian number den- The particle phase submodel will be interfaced with the
sity field for each particle size, This is used by the FLUX gas phase calculations through source termswhich will be
routines to calculate the radiationfluxes. SubroutineFRE- calculated after the completion of each "macroiteradon",
UND interfacesthe particle(Lagrangian)modelwiththe analogoustothe twodimensionalcalculations.
gas CEulerian)modeL

Radiation calculations have been substantiaUy changed
XYIN X, REACT,and PRTSTR initialize calculation of over the past few years. The coupling between the radia-
the trajectory of a particle type, by calculating the initial don submodel and the other processes in the simulation is
location, initial reactivity and initial particle properties much more tightly coupled. A new algorithm has been
respectively.Then PSOLVE integrates the Lagrangian dfr- incorporatedwhich requires updating the energy equation
ferential equations and obtains the particle trajectory, radiation source terms at each iteration through the com-
FREUND calls these routines for ali particle types and putation.
startinglocations.Atthecompletionofallparticlesimula-
tions it corrects the variances and correlation coefficients The algorithm for the rest of the particle submodel calcula-
for the mean values and writes the plotting information tions will essentially be the same as that described for the
and particle restartfiles. REMIF code. Workis currently being done on modifying

the subroutines identified in Section 3 as the particle phase
To integrate the particle trajectory subroutine PSOLVE submodel of the REMIF code, to do the calculations tora
first calls EULPRPto interpolate the local Eulerianprop- three dimensional Cartesiancoordinate system as per the
erties at the particle position. Next, the particle properties discussion in Section 2. The modified subroutines will
like reaction rates, heat transfer, temperatuxe,diameter etc. then be incorporated in the 3D code with small changes to
are calculated by COALRX and TRNPRP. Subroutine the 3D code itself.
SOURCE then calculates the source terms for that particu-
Lartime step and sums them up at the same time. Routines

_i/via'ir, :_IPt¢$'i,PRTTMP, andXYINDX initializethe 4.0 Dense.Phase Dispersion Submodel
integration far the next time step by calculating the size of Development
the next time step, resetting independent variables, calcu-
lating particle enthalpy, and new location indices, respec-
rb,ely. P£OLVE c:,!!s all these routines iteratively and In this section the progress made in the development of a
integrates the trajectory for that particle type until the end three-dimensional code ibr predicting turbulent particle

dispersion in densely loaded systems is reported, for the
of the reactor is reached, period of July 15th to October 1Sth, 1991. In the first

This particle submodel has yet to be coded and incorpo- Quarterly Progress Report the various constitutive equa-
tions for predicting the stress-strain behavior in rapid shear

rated into the 3D code. flows of granular materials were presented and the advan-
tages and disadvantages of each were elaborated upon. In

3.4 Incorporation into the 3D coae the present report the constitutive equations of Jenkins and
Savage (1983) are chosen to model the situation under

The three dimensional model to be used as a basis for this consideration and the solution method for the resulting
particle dispersion work Ims yet to be named, but is a gen- governing equations are described.

. I I l I II ........... Jr'_ ..... _-'--i i i ii i iii Iii
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In the first quarterly report (Smith, 1991), it was pointed feet the solution of these equations. However, we restrict,
out that owing to the large number of particles in a densely for the purposes of this report, our discussion to that of
loaded system such as a fluidized bed, a Lagrangian at)- mixtures containing just one particle size.
preach to modeling the motion of particles would not be
computational/y feasible. Hence it was decided to consider

4.1 Governing Equations Itr Panicle Phasethe particles as a" continuous phase" in the Eulerian sense
of the term,anduseconstitutiveequationsto describethe Flow
stress-strain behavior of this "continuous phase" to enable _llaebasic governing equations for particle phase flow, ina
an accurate fluid-mechanical description of the gas-solid reacting system, in accordance with the Jenkins and Say-
two-phase system.The theoretical models available to pre- age (1983) model are:
diet constitutive equations for granular flow were also dis-
cussed. It was then ,seenthat among the various approach- Continuity:
es to the problem, the kinetic model of Jenkins and Savage
(1983) and related kinetic theories had the advantage of Dp
being the most fundamental in their incorporation of the D--i"+ oV, v = S_ (EQ21)
microstructure of the particle flow, while still preserving /B

simplicity in the resulting constitutive equations, where Ss is the mass source term for the particle equation
(i.e. rate of mass addition to the particle phase from the gas

We thus have a two-phase system of gas and solid in an phase per unit volume), and is given by:

Eulerian frame of reference, and need to solve the equa- t
tions of the gas and particle phases simultaneously. .,,

S= = E rj (l=Q22)

lt needs to be mentioned here that the aim of this code is J= t

not merely the prediction of the fluid mechanics of the re- where l is the number of components which make up the
suiting complex system, but also the heat and mass trans- solid phase (e.g., in coal combustion, these would be the

for that would result in a reacting system such as a coal, char, ash and volatile matter), rj is the rate of mass
fluidized bed combustor (FBC). The model for the fluid production of each component per unit volume, p is the
mechanics discussed herein is intended to be part of a ensemble.averaged local particle density, i.e. the bulk den-
more general comprehensive 3-dimensional combustion sit), of the particle phase (and not the bulk density of the
code developed by the principal investigator, which, at gas-solid mixture) and v is the local ensemble averaged
present, has been developed only for lightly loaded sys- velocity.
terns, but includes submodels for the prediction of such

important processes as chemical reaction and radiative If we assume steady state, then (EQ 21) reduces to:
heat transfer, in completely arbitrary configurations

(Smith, 1990). Hence the aim here is to incorporate this (V,, pr) = S7 (EQ23)
fluid mechanicalsubmodel for the panicle phasein a

denselyloadedsysteminto the3-dimensionalcodeinsuch In addition, we have individual speciescontinuity equa-
a way thattheresultingoverall codewould becapableof tionsfor the 1species,
predictingfluid mechanics,heattransferandchemicalre.

action in a reactive/nonreactive system of arbitrary flow (V,, p./v) = rj (EQ24)
geometry. The intention is also to develop a code that

would be capable of handling a range of particle sizes in whereupon, on summing over ali j we obtain (EQ 23).
the input solid phase, so that one can accurately simulate

the behavior of actual feed mixtures consisting of several Momentum:
grainsizes.

D_,
Hence in the description that follows, we describe the gen- PO-7 = - (V® o) + vi" (EO2S)
era] equations of change, for reacting systems with heat
exchange, and the methodology we intend to adopt to of-

i I II I r II IIII III II III [ • .. I I I I I
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where f is the external force per unit volume of the pan.i- constant, and go (v) is a function of the solid fraction v
cle phase. 'l_is would include the weight of the particle as which may be of the form (Smith, 1991):
well as the drag force acting on the particle phase.

t 3v v2
= --- + + -- (EO_)

The constitutive equations may be written as (Smith, g°(v) 1 -v 2(1-v) 2 2(1 -v) 3'
1991):

rtv.Z_:TV2 • The net external force, f, may be writtext as:
a - ----._-_I- (_)K(2+cx) [ (trD)l+2D] (ECt_)J

f = pg+S t
bJ

(ECt_)

isthemomentum sourcetermaddedtothepard-tc = 2pvg o (v) d ( I + e) ( ) IECt271 where St"
cle phase equadon due to momentum exchange with the

gasphase,viz.thedragforce.DT - (V, (ECt28)( )P_'7 = q)-tr(oY ,)-_/

One can seefrom inspectionof(EQ 26)thattheformof

q = -KV T (EO29) this constitutive equation is very reminiscent of that of a
Newtonian fluid. In fact, if we "iefine a particle pressure:

x:(l-e)E T) 1y - 2d2 12T- (3r( + 400 d ( rr' (trD) (ECt30) /t 1/2K T1/'2

P" = d (EQ36)
where T isdefinedasthe"granulartemperature",and is

actuallytheensembleaverageofthesquareofthefluctuat- i.e.,
ingvelocityofindividualpanicles:

t/'2,lr'

I
p,, = 2(_) Tpgo(v)v(l +e) (EQ37)

T = _(C 2) (EQ31)

inwhich and aparticlediffusivity:

2

C = ICI = lc- vi (EQ32) lte = (5) K(2 + a) (EO38)

where c is the velocity of an individual particle, • is the
i.e,ensemble averaged velocity, and C is the fluctuating ve-

locity whose magnitude is C, d isthe diameter of the par- 4 T
ticles (assum*._:!spherical and uniform), • is the coefficient lt, = (])pVgo(v)d(l+e) (2+a) (_) (ECt39)
ofrestitutionforcollisionsbetweenparticles,p isthebulk

densityoftheparticlephase,definedas: thentheresultingequationsofmo_Jon(EQ 25)become
identicaltotheNewtoniancase,withtheone difference

p = ppv (ECt33) that in rapid granular flow, the pressure and viscosity are
not constant but functions of the granular temperature,

where v is the ensemble.averaged local solid fraction in which, unlike the thermodynamic temperature, varies
the mixture, much more rapidly in the flow. The balance equation for

the "granular temperature" is similar to the equation of
•y is defined as the dissipation due to "viscous" drag, i.e. change of the turbulent kinetic energy of a turbulent Hew-
the energy dissipation due to collisions, q is the flux of T tonian fluid.
(the "diffusive flux" of the granular "temperature"), tc is

the "thermal conductivity" of the granular material in rap- In addition, for a complete description of the particle
id shear flow (and is not a constant), o is the stress tensor, phase one needs the energy equation, which can be written
ct is a constant, tr denotes the trace of a matrLx,/) is the as:
rate of deformation tensor, I is the identity tensor, a is a

" i[ _ i i i i
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D_ph)
Dt_ - (V® KV h) = q' rt + (v *V p,) where C_.is a constant. The particle mass source terms,

S¢', are related to the gas phase mass source terms, S'_, in
+ S_+ hspS_ (EO40) the,following way:

hrepresents the source addition for enthalpy to the " = "where S_ Sp -S c (EO44)
particle phase from the gas phase per unit volume, and hzp
is the relativeenthalpy of the ,gaswith respect to the paru- The constants, c_ and c_,,and the par,uneters okand ot,
cle phase. The hips_ term represents loss of enthalpy from are discussed in detail by Smith (1990).
the particle phase to the gas phase as the particles react and
burn off into the gas phase, q' is the radiative heat trans-r8

fer from thegasphaseto theparticle phase,andK is the 4.3 Treatment of Hydrodynamic Drag
actualthermalconductivityof theparticlephase.

! The drag force on a spherical particle is defined (Bird, ct
al.) by the following relation:

4.2 Generalized Equations of Change

I =_) (EO4s)
(EQ 25), (EQ 28) and (EQ 40) can be written, after simpli- Fd= (_Pl C_Ap
fication, in the following general form (assuming steady

state): where a_, is theprojected area of the particle, u0 is the flu-
id approach velocity relative to the particle, 9 is file fluid
density, and Cd is the drag coefficient. This t'(_rceacts in

(V. (prO))- (Ve (Ft7 0)) = S0 (EQ41) the direction opposing the motion of theparticle. For ex-
ample, for the x-component of the vel_ity (i.e., the u-re-

(i.e., in tile form: convection - diffusion =source.) locity), at any point in the flow field, one woulduse:

Here 0 is a variableassociated with the flow (such as den- u0 = u - ug (EQ46)
sity, the three velocity components, and enthalpy.) In Table

2 and Table 3 we give a summary of the fluid mechanical where the subscript g refers to the gas phase.
equations for the particle phase, which were shown earlier,

in this simplified form, with the appropriate expressions At low particle Reynolds numbers the drag coefficient is
for the source terms, modeled using Stokes' drag (Bird, et al., 1960), i.e.

These equations are solved in conjunction with the gas 24
phaseequations.Wealsoprovidethegas phaseequations Ca= _ (EO47)
(Smith, 1990)iri their Cartesianandcylindricalforms,for
reference, in Table 4 and Table 5. A look at Table 2 and for Re <2.
Table 4 clearly shows that the gas-phase equations have a
form similar to that of the particle phase equations. In At higher Reynolds numbers, the intermediate region law
these gas-phase equations k is the turbulent kinetic energy, (Bird, et al., 1960) is used, viz.:

is the dissipation of kinetic energy, and _tc is the effec-
_ 18.5

true viscosity in the turbulent gas-phase, given by: Cd (EO 48)
(Re) 3./5

I.tt,= I.t+ _t (EQ42)
for Re>2.

where g is the viscosity of the gas and g, is the eddy vis-
cosity, defined by (Smith, 1990): The switch from Stokesian drag to the intermediate regime

is determined by the particle Reynolds' number, which in

C_t_2_ turn is based ontheapproach velocity, u0, in the following
_tt - _ (EO43) way (McCabe, ct al., 1985):

II I11 I I '1 I III I II _- I I I lclmlmlmlmma
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Table2 Cartellandifferentialequationaettorparticlephase

a +- "
ax(pU$) _yy(pV,)+_-_(pw¢)-_(]"._x) -a (- o_- _ r,_)

'a a_ S,a-i(r,gi) =

Eq_,,,o. _ r,,s* _._o. '-; r,s °, _ ,_,, ,

Continuity 1 0 S_ GranularT_m'iperatare

• 2 TS';-_(p,) ax+_ +az +ap, " a. _v. T ._K 2 (O__uav __)

2_,,(0_. a_ __7}2
a. aw} .s_'+s; --7 a_. _ . a,+ _-_(IX.r_._ + ppVg, +

2g, (Ou) 2 .3v}2
8p,.48. au. a . oy. +-3-I 2( ax + (_

+ +
_) )+ ay ax

a aw ,s_'. "+ _'_ (_%5"_)+ Pfrgy+ Ss

ap_, au _y Oy 8z +Ox + az +0y dZ-Momentum w V., -_ +_(P.,_--_) + (_,b-_)

ppv2go(V) (1 --ez) T2(-) • •
8 - aw, w m. ,.,w nd

+ _.-_(_,_- ) + p;,vg_+ S_. a_

(12- (3_t+4ot)d(T) *

ax+_+_z )

• , ........ i ___ I ' III ii I I III
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Tabte 3 C_/_ndrlL=aldlf_t_t_l _ul_on let _r plr_de p l_

_=,,,,o+,,,+"r..+s* : " ,......... r_=m0, .........+ 5 so........ .... - " "i

Contemui_/, l 0 rS_ Gr_uL_rT_q_z_e

2 (au

. _+(1*,_)* ;_-+) +_-- _ +;+T(rv)+

,'ppvs,,+/.=S'_.+ .,S+; ;:_la,, ) .2+ ..._.. E2.(2_,,' (o_.,)_

( ;_,u, 1BCr+)) +( ) )+a,.Mommmm,, _, -, ,)*r _,,_-;)+ (_.,) (;,_ ;_

+_"_ -, - "-;-_ - -7" _'; _= + (;_+:_) +

_ ++ ,++++++,-I_,w ) pm,,,.+.. ( , l __
,.+_- "7"_)

lo_v w)+ _ ppV_ao(V)(l-e _)T+.... + (12-

,_,,,+0+,%+_,+, r (_+.=_,_,)+))
(+_,+4a)d(_) +z rot
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Tebl, 4 Cartesiandlfler_llei _luallon setfor gn phms,

-G(r,_) =

Equation 0 r'; s' EquAdon * ]f'l sT__

m

,Con_uity 1 0 Sp 'rurlmlmt F.nm'gy

X-Momentum ut k_ _'x va ox By tV"Bx ) O,

_z "'_x ' - 3"Pi+ 1Si' Di.ssip_on Rate

_(.,--')

where

_, "S',S_+ [2 _ _ _ _ _,)2+ i_, _ _,, G = _I ((o,,') + (F;) + ( (_ +X )
• _
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TableSCyflndrlca!differentialequationoil forgsaphi,ii

a a_ a ( riaO'_= Sl
- a;(rr®a;) - aoL-;_o)

Eq._on O r', _._. ..... ...... Eli_iion _ l't, S't'

Continuity 1 0 ,rS;

x-,,,,om,,,,,,:,_,,.,,-,._)+,._<,.,:_',+Ox

+i-l(l%_ )+

2 _-,+,_,s;+,s;

+ar(P, rar)uy u,_ _t

TL_le_t I_efic _,_2.ix,'a;_ . _,
+_(IL*_;'--;:)--;-_ k +- rCa'-_)

. CIk

-__ --2 2 -
2_,_t._+ P"t +'i+,i,.- _,_*

V

+r;mS_ +rSi r_ssi_on rme

+,,+_,',+:_,_. +; ( )+., , + +_ +. ,

-- - a¢("I_al,

+ 2;t ) ) +la,_b'; + 7_ - 7 )
wh_e

_,,_i+,w,S;'+,sl'+"l_to- ]

a' = _t' tta= ) * t.ar ) + Lr_'O+ r +

(_7 *_) (;_*_) * _*a,.
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T = 0 (Ea Sl)
Re = du°P----J (EQ49)

lz at any wall (or inwasion), in accordancewith the analysis

where p. is Lhcviscosity of the fluid. A switching condition of Hui ct al. (1988) and

will therefore be employed in the code to switch from one aT"
law to the other. This is made tw.ccssaryby the fact that i.n -- = 0 (SOs$)
fluidized bed combustors,unlikepulverized coal combus- _
tots, the particles may be very lm'ge, of the order of 1000 at any cemexof syrnmeu_j,
microns and the assumptionof Stokesiandrag doesnot al-
ways hold true in this range of particle sizes.

4.5 Solution MethodolOgy

The approach velocity, u0, is usually some multiple of the
minimum fluidization velocity, or the gas velocity at incip- The equations given in Table 2 through Table 5 need to be

lent fluidization, v,,f. The minimum fluidization velocity solved simultaneously. This will be, done by discretizing
may be obtained from the following equation (McCabc, et the differential equations as done previously for 3D flows
al., 1985): (Smith, 1990), and solving the resulting system of equa-

tions by a planar, vectorizable tridiagonal matrix algo-

i.75pe) (,150_.,_(I - £M ? rithm. The coupling of the pressureand velocity fields, isSIMPLE (Scmi-lmplicit Method for Pressure-Linked
Equations) algorithm (for a detailed discussion see Smith

in which 0, is the average sphericity of the particles, and (1990)). The only significant difference between the gas
eM is _ bed void fraction at minimum fluidization, and solid phase equations lies in the source terms, as can

be seen from Table 2-Table 5.
Her_ce the momentum source terms for the gas and solid
pha_s will be:

N

St = F,i (EQ$1)
4.6 Concluding Observations Regarding

S_ : -5; (EO S2) Densely Loaded Systems

A constitutive theory for rapid granular flow has bee_ se-

4.4 Boundary conditions for the particle phaso letted to model the flow behavior of the particle phase in a
flowing 2-phase Eulcrian gas-solid mixture for applica-

The boundary conditions for the particle velocity are taken tions in flow systems such as fluidized beds. lt is seen that
to be this constitutive equation has the form of that of a Newto-

nian fluid in turbulent flow. The governing equations rc-
(),, n) = 0 (EQ 5a) suiting from the incorporation of these constitutive

equations into the equations of motion are given. The
at any w',dl (or inmasion), where n is the vector normal to boundary conditions for Lhc variables of interest are also

0_e wall (or intrusion) at that point, in addition, the shear briefly discussed and the source terms appearing in the
stress at the wall is specified as Lhc"viscosity" multiplied various equations _xe elaborated upon.
by the velocity gradient based on the distance between the

wall and the node nearest to it. The inle_ velocity botmdary These governing equations are shown to be reducible to
condition is the specified inlet velocity; and the conditions the standard convection-diffusion-source format, and

for the thermal energy (or enthalpy) equmion are the spec- hence potentially soluble by the use of finite-differencing
ified temperatures at the boundary, or, more often, a speci- techniques similar to those employed in the rest of the
fled heat flux at the wall. The conditions for the granular combustion code.
"temperature" are takento be:

I Ill .I I II Illl Illl I I I II II I • I
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"- Project Plane

5,0 Project Plans 6.0 Nomenclature

This report hassummarized the se,cond 3 month effort on a
project to developa computation_y accurateandel_iciem Symbol Units Definition
turbulent particle dispersion model for incorporation in
computationalfluid dynamical and combustioncodes.We a v=-ies weigh_g function
have reviewed possible approaches outlined the theory for
aproposedmodel thatwouldincludecomponentsfordeal- A varies weightingfunction

ingwithdilutesystemsaswellasdensesysteansand dur-

ingthisqtmrterhavedevelopedthecomputeralgorithmf_r Ap m2 projectedareaofparticlenormaltofluid
solvingthee,quauonsforsuchasystem, velocity

We have started the computer coding to solve the outlined b - constant
equations.Thiscodingwillcontinueoverthenextquarter.

This computer coding involves the incorporation of this c _ fluctuating velocity vectordefinedby
modelintoourthree-dimensionalcombustioncode.Evalu- s (EQ 32)
ationwillproceedfromthatpointaccordingtothetasks

oudincdinSectionI. C ...m magnim_ offluctuatingvelocitys

Ca m"'3 dragcoefficient

CI_ dimensionlessconstantusedink-
model

m
c -- velocityvectorofindividualgrains

$

D s-1 rate of deformationtensor

d m particlediame,t_

e coefficientofrestitution

kg drag forceper unitvolume toting on
Fd m 2's2 each particle

f kg net exmmaJ force actingon panicle
m2. $2 phase (vector)

Y_t

g s2 acceleration due to gravity
m
-- r-componentofaccelerationdue to grav-

g" s2 ity

m
-- x-componemofacceleaationduetogray-

g* s2 iry

m
-- y-componemof_cc_l_ationdue m grav-

gY s2 ity

-- ! ............... _- " l ........... l .....
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m u kg gas phase momentum sourcetermfor
-- z-component of acce.lerationdue to ga'av- Ss m2s----- _g_ s2 it), ' particle momenrmn equation

, kg particle momentum source te,m for gas
go function of thesolid fractionto account Sp .m2s---.. _for particledistribution ' phase momennma exluation

m m2
-- O-componentof accelerationdue to T .-- *'granulartemperatme"

go s2 gravity s2

m2 t s time

htp .7 sp_iI'ic enthalpy of gas with msp_t to m
particle a -- • x-component of particle velocity

$

1 identity tensor ut m x-componel_ of gas velocity8

K kg. ra
s2 ' °K thermalconductivity u0 m velocity of gas with respecttoparticle$

m_ ?11
mass-averaged turbulentkinetic energy v -- y- or r-component of particlephaseve-$,-

s locity
n vector normal to any surface

_B m
N normaldistribution s y- or r-componentof gas velocity

m
vmi -- minimum fluidization gas velocity

P varies probability density function s

kg V m3 volume

P m. s2 thermodynamicpm.m_
kg w varies weighting function

p, -_ particle pressure
/'/1• F 191

kg w -- z- or 0 -comIxment of gas velocity
q .... diffusive flux of _'anular tempca'atta_, s

ra. s4 defined by (EQ 29) W varies weighting fimction

(_ #/s pm'title number flowrate x m x-coordinatelength

' kg2 radiativeheattransferfrom gasphaseto
q '_ m 4' s2 paxt/cle phase per unit volmne per umr Y m y-coordina_ length

time

z m z-coordinate length

Re p_ticle Reynolds numbezdef'med by
Greek

r m r-direction length coordinate
ct - constant used in (EQ 26) and(EQ30)

kg
ra_,_f mass production pcrunit volume

rj m3. s ofj oomponcnt of solid phase y kg dissipation of kinetic t_-'rgy due to coUi-
m. s 3 sions betweenparticles, defined by (EQ

,a kg gas phase mass sourcetc'mlforparticle 30)
Sg m 3 '--'-s contmmty equazion

F¢ varies diffusion coefficient in the generalized

5'7 m3kg.ms commuityParticlemasSequationSOm'Czterm for gas phase exiua.tionof change.,(EQ 41)

£M void fraction of fluidized bed atmim-

I i ! i II '- '......... _ I i li I Iii I I 'llmm
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mum fluidization velocity Special Symbols

m2 D
E -- dissipation rate of turbulent energy m s"l substantial derivatives Dt

rl coal gas mixture fr_on V m-I gradient

kgz
----- _ive coefficient for granular temper.
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